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STABILITY
is the key BIC 12.6ft Wing 

Ace – Tec

After a brief chat with Pete (and Brand
Manager Ed Broom) we decided that
the 12.6ft Wing Ace – Tec would be

the best choice of stick for review. Billed as a
stable and all round touring SUP we were
keen to get our grubby mitts on one and see
how it fared.

First look
After a winter of mainly riding surf SUPs, with the odd
iSUP session thrown in for good measure, it was a bit
of shock to the system to be presented with such a
large piece of kit.  At 12.6ft long and a whopping 285
litres the BIC is a substantial piece of gear.  

Described as a touring, fitness, cruising and intermediate
race design the Wing looks like it’s definitely up to the
job. Cramming in 76cm (30”) of width and benefitting
from a very flat deck, this is a board that’s aimed squarely
at medium to heavy weights – up to 260lbs (185kg).

Manufactured in Ace – Tec construction, an exclusive
thermoforming process, the Wing is bomb proof and
resistant to all sorts of knocks and scrapes that you
may pick up along the way.

The substantial and comfortable Ergo – Grip carry
handle completes what is a well-priced (£899 in the
UK) and performance orientated bit of kit.

On the water
The first thing of note, once floating, is just how stable
the Wing is.  We were blown away by this trait – you
really would have to run off it to fall off! In fact, during
one session we got two ‘newbies’ out on the Wing, for
the first time, and although the water was super flat, it
was still no less impressive the fact that they managed to
get straight up and paddling.

Heading off for a ‘sweep’ the high riding nose of the BIC
cuts through chop smoothly and even with lazy paddle
strokes the glide is endless – perfect for covering
distance without too much effort.

Put the hammer down and the 12.6ft transforms into a
rocket ship, burning up the miles in the most efficient
manner.  Although the Wing isn’t billed as a hardcore
racer it would lend itself to first time event entrants who
want an easier ride.

If you’re a fitness junky then the Wing would be a great
choice allowing you to get out and bang in the miles
whatever the weather.

The FCS fin that comes supplied as standard with the
Wing does its job well and keeps the board tracking
straight and true. Paddlers may wish to upgrade this in
time but there’s no real advantage gained unless racing
when a lighter weight version will help to reduce drag.

BIC SUP have started to gain considerable momentum within the stand up
paddle board world and now boast an extensive line of models that cater for
all types of paddler.  UK stand up racer Pete Holliday recently made a
sponsorship switch to the brand and we were keen to see what the fuss was
all about.  By Tez Plavenieks.

*** We used, BIC sponsored rider, Pete Holliday’s 12.6ft Wing for the purpose of this review ***



Upwind/downwind
Taking the Wing into open sea swell and chop it was
interesting to note how ‘yacht like’ the bow feels.  The
nose pierces swells with minimum ‘bounce’ to the rider
ensuring a composed paddling posture remains intact
during sessions. Pinching upwind is particularly
rewarding as the overall plan shape of the 12.6ft is
aerodynamic – funnelling the breeze along its rails –
which combined with the board’s glide characteristics,
makes for a great rider experience.

Coming back downwind the Wing picks up ‘runners’
effortlessly and just keeps on going.  The bow does have
a tendency to bury itself into the back of  ‘rollers’ and
you’ll have to make a concerted effort to hang off the
tail to stop this from happening.

The swells we encountered were only small to medium
in size and although the Wing coped admirably,
downwinding is not this stick’s forte.

Back on the flat
Getting the Wing back in familiar flat water territory the
glide and stability come back into their own and having
been out in open water it’s clear where the 12.6ft excels.

Exploring secluded coves, bays and hard to access areas,
smashing out the miles in harbours, inlets and estuaries
or paddling on the open sea during calmer periods –all
environments you’ll have the most fun on with the BIC
Wing.

Other points
Also worthy of note is how the Wing would make a
great fishing or yoga platform.  With this stand up
paddle activity gaining popularity, you’d do a lot
worse than a BIC Wing if this is your bag. Heading
out and dropping a line, tackle/bait box perched in
position, couldn’t be easier.

Specification
Length: 12'6'' / 381cm
Width: 30.0'' / 76cm
Weight: 34lbs / 15.5kg
Volume: 285L

Summing up
With sights set firmly on the recreational paddler, BIC’s
Wing Ace – Tec SUP is the perfect choice for anyone
looking to explore their local stretch of water, indulge
in some fitness paddling or just cruise around.

Boasting unrivalled stability – perfect for bigger boys
and girls – great tracking and glide the Wing would sit
neatly amongst a quiver of boards or do the job as a
stick for all types of flat water. Storage and
transportation needs to be thought out as the 12.6ft is
a large toy, but the amount of bang you get for your
buck and the performance attributes far outweigh
these minor issues.

Also worth pointing out is that you can buy
accessories for your Wing so you can ‘pimp your ride’.
Bungee cord for securing camping gear, a waterproof
deck bag for keeping everything dry and even an
integrated seat for when you fancy taking your little
ones off on a SUP trip; all available as optional extras…

In an age when stand up paddle boards are getting
ever more expensive, BIC kicks the trend by delivering
performance in an affordable package.
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Watch the video >

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZN_lkHIl41c&feature=share&list=PL0EE29D7ABE70620E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZN_lkHIl41c&feature=share&list=PL0EE29D7ABE70620E
http://www.bicsportkayaks.com

